Autumn Term

Week 1
When did WW2 start and end?

Week 2
Week 3
Who was in charge, how did he rule What impact did the war have on
and what impact did this have?
families?

Week 4
What impact did the war have on
families?

Week 5
Week 6
Week 7
What was it like to be evacuated in What was it like to be evacuated in How did WW2 affect children in
Britain during WW2?
Britain during WW2?
Europe?

Week 8
How did WW2 affect children in
Europe?

Week 9
How did WW2 affect children in
Europe?
What was it like to be a refugee?

Week 10
Week 11
Which is the right choice to migrate What makes a country feel safe?
or to stay with your family? Which
would you choose?

I can place historical events (using
dates) in chronological order on a
timeline making links to events we
have studied.
I can use dates and abstract
historical terms to critically analyse
historical events
I know when WW2Began & Ended ,
can place key events in time order
on a timeline encompassing other
historical periods and can explain
how British people celebrated the
end of the war

I can make assumptions and ask
questions about historical periods
based on evidence

I can make assumptions and ask
questions about historical periods
based on evidence

I can select and use the most
I can select and use the most
I can make comparisons between
appropriate sources of evidence to appropriate sources of evidence to different historical periods
gather information and recognise gather information and recognise
bias.
bias.

I can gather information and
recognise bias

I can make comparisons between
different historical periods

I can make comparisons between
different historical periods

I can make comparisons between
different historical periods

I can make comparisons between
different historical periods

I know why Chamberlain declared
war on Germany.
I know why Winston Churchill
replaced Neville Chamberlain and
what impact he had on the war. I
know that Winston Churchill had
racial bias but that he was arguably
the most important Prime Minister
The UK has had.

I know what the impact of the Blitz
was on families in UK (roles of
family members changing).
I know that the steelworks made
Sheffield and Rotherham key
German targets in WW2 . I know
why Rotherham and Sheffield were
vital parts of the war machine.

I know how rationing affected the
UK population -food, clothes, dig
for victory, black market.
I know how propoganda was used
in the war to influence the public

I know what it was like to be
evacuated in Britain in WW2

I know what it was like to be
evacuated in Britain in WW2

I know how the school lives of
Jewish children changed in WW2.
(segregation of Jewish and Arian
children)

I know the home lives of Jewish
children changed in WW2.
(enforced hiding)

I know how enforced migration
affected children across Europe
(Kinder transport ) I know this was
the result of persecution because
of racism.

Continue from Week5

Read diary entries, listen to
testimonies from Jewish children
and use photographic sources to
find out how school life changed
for Jewish children.

Using Ann Frank's diary entries,
Own evacuation diaries and prior
knowledge compare 2020 Covid 19
lockdown -with evacuation of chn.
in WW2.Chn. debate which was
worse lockdown or evacuation?

Listen to testimonies of Jewish
children evacuated from Europe &
map routes taken in order to
escape persecution.
Discuss how the children never
returned to their homelands
because their families were gone most never saw their families
again.

I can understand that there are a
variety of valid reasons for
migration and that enforced
migration occurrs today. I know
that people today are forced to flee
their homes because of war and
persecution.
I know that decisions made by
many people during WW2 and
today have life changing
consequences.
Debate whether to stay and suffer
persecution with your family or to
migrate and travel thousands of
miles but never see your family
again.

I know why people who are
refugees want to settle in the UK. I
can explain how British values
make our country a safe place to
be. I know that people are
persecuted in other countries
because their legal systems do not
protect minorities and in some
cases actively discriminate. I know
that everyone has the right to be
treated with dignity.
Look at a range of images of
refugees- boats, camps, destroyed
homes, lorry stowaways. look at
Amnesty rights respecting schools
materials in relation to war and
safety. Discuss and debate - is it
right that people who are refugees
are not always welcomed by some
people in the Uk? Hot seat showing difffering opinionsrefugee, someone for migrants.
someone against migrants.

Timeline of Key events from start
to end of WW2 with dates.

Compare two sources of evidence class discussion of why
Chamberlain declared war on
Germany - was this action justified?
Sorting activity of actions taken by
Churchill and Chamberlain leading
into discussion of who was the
most effective wartime leader.(Use
range of evidence sources).

Look at photograph of the Blitz &
written account of Blitz - children
draw arrow adding captions to
both pieces of evidence showing
what it was like for children during
the Blitz.

Use a range of sources including
photographs, pamphlets,
newspaper articles, posters etc.to
research all areas of rationing.
Children write ongoing nonchronological report of affects of
rationing.

Show different written &
photographic evidence re.
evacuation c- children select most
appropriate pieces of evidence.
Using selected evidence - children
write a diary entry from the
viewpoint of an evacuated child.
In addition to historical sources
use Goodnight Mr.Tom text and
clips.

How do we represent circuits in a
recorded diagram?

Can the output of a component be
manipulated?

I can compare the texts in the
Christian gospels that tell the
stories of shepherds and wise
men at Jesus’ birth, exploring
how they are remembered and
celebrated in a range of
Christmas festivities.
I know the similarities and
differences between the
stories from the gospels.
I can explain the birth and
death of Jesus and how this
impacts Christians today.
Cartoon strip or Advent Calendar
telling the story of Christmas

I can consider why Christians
celebrate Jesus’ birth: what is
the meaning of Christmas?

4.Why Bully?
Why do some people bully?
Why are some people bullied?

5.Celebrating Difference
Puzzle Outcome: Admiration
Accolades
6.Celebrating Difference

Question

History

Skills

Knowledge

Activity

Does sound travel through a variety
of materials?

Do the number of materials a
Are there any situations in which
sound passes through affect sound sound can not travel?
quality?

Report on and validate their
findings, answer questions and
justify their methods, opinions and
conclusions, and use their results
to suggest improvements to their
methodology, separate facts from
opinions, pose further questions
and make predictions for what they
might observe.

Report on and validate their
findings, answer questions and
justify their methods, opinions and
conclusions, and use their results
to suggest improvements to their
methodology, separate facts from
opinions, pose further questions
and make predictions for what they
might observe.

Independently, decide which
observations to make, when and
for how long and make systematic
and careful observations, using
them to make comparisons,
identify changes, classify and make
links between cause and effect.

I know that the materials a sound
passes through affect the quality of
the sound

I know that the more materials a
sound passes through affect the
sound's quality.

I know how to change the output
of various components.

Science

Question

Skills
I know that the materials a sound I know the symbols to represent a
passes through affect the quality of simple circuit as a diagram.
the sound
I know that sound can not travel in
a vacuum
Modify sound insulation
Revise circuit symbols - identify
experiment - relate to prior
circuit components in a given
learning on distance of a sound
circuit diagram and draw circuit
source from the ear and the fainter
symbols.
the sound becomes.

Knowledge
Sound insulation investigation comparing insulating properties of
different materials - using buzzers
Do effective sound insulators also
insulate light?

Independently, decide which
observations to make, when and
for how long and make systematic
and careful observations, using
them to make comparisons,
identify changes, classify and make
links between cause and effect.
Report on and validate their
findings, answer questions and
justify their methods, opinions and
conclusions, and use their results
to suggest improvements to their
methodology, separate facts from
opinions, pose further questions
and make predictions for what they
might observe.
I know how the voltage of cells
I know the symbols to represent
affects the brightness of a lamp
simple circuits in a diagram.
and the volume of a buzzer.

Alter the brightness of a bulb by
varying cells used and compare
with a control. Draw basic
comparative the more cells used
the brighter the bulb (increased
output).

Repeat altering brightness of bulb/
loudness of buzzer -use more lower
voltage batteries, explain effect.
Suggest methods of accurately
testing how voltage affects output
of a component.

How do we know what is
good?

How do we know what is
good?

How do varied faiths use their
sacred texts as a guide for life?

I can learn from examples of
Christian practice and consider
the challenges of trying to live
a good life.

I can learn from examples of
Christian practice and consider
the challenges of trying to live
a good life.

I can learn from examples of
Christian practice and consider
the challenges of trying to live
a good life.

I know that some Bible stories
can relate to everyday life

I know that some Bible stories
can relate to everyday life

I know that other faiths use
their holy books to live by.
I know the rules of living a
good life. (Humanist
approach?)

.Read and retell story of the Good
Samaritan in own writing.
Discuss ways in which the story
sets an example for us to live by.

Read and discuss the story of David
and Goliath.
Discuss obvious strength of Goliath
and the skill of David.
Discuss the unfairness in the
contest.
Ask children what we can learn
from this story.
Respond in writing explain what
the story shows.
1.Am I Normal?
In what ways are people different?

Discuss holy texts Qur'an, Torah etc Cartoon strip or Advent Calendar
& how these are used as codes of telling the story of Christmas
conduct.
read 10 commandments.
Chn. create own rules for living a
good life.

Activity
Which continents were involved in
WW2?Where were they located in
relation to each other?

How do we represent circuits in a
recorded diagram?

Compare bulb brightness in series
and parallel circuits
Make and draw diagrams of circuits
using the correct symbols

How did the transport on the seas What is the human impact of war?
play a role in the war?How does
Why does war cause people to
being an island nation (Britain) play migrate?
a role in the war?

Geography

Question

Skills

Knowledge

I can name and locate countries of
Europe and their capital city on a
world map, atlas or globe I can
compare the characteristics of
different and understand how
some of these aspects have
changed over time.
I know that every continent was
involved in WW2.I know which
countries and capital cities were
involved in WW2.
Locate continents countries and
major cities involved in WW2 - plot
on world map.

I understand the phases of
migration from voluntary to
enforced.I can explain why war
affects migration and influences
routes of migration.

Activity

I know that Britain is an island
nation and the trade routes and
defences are dependant on the
surrounding seas.
Discuss how being an Island nation
had advantages and disadvantages
during WW2.make comparisons
list.
Why do
people fight and cause pain?
Can war ever be justified?

Plot routes of migration during
WW2 - noting transport used reference Migration of Jews &
Schindler
Is it acceptable to fight with others How do we know what is
even if there is a valid
good?
reason/grievance?
Can people learn to be
more generous?

Y6 Myself -How do we show we
care for others?
Why does it matter?

How do we show we care for
others?
Why does it matter?

I can discuss and apply my own
ideas about ethical questions
and human rights issues: what
is fair and unfair?

I can discuss and apply my own
ideas about ethical questions
and human rights issues: what
is fair and unfair?

l can debate what is unfair and
fair giving reasons for my
arguments.

l can debate what is unfair and
fair giving reasons for my
arguments.

I know how to evaluate ideas
relating to ethical issues

I know how to evaluate ideas
relating to ethical issues

I know how to evaluate ideas
relating to ethical issues

I know how to evaluate ideas
relating to ethical issues

Discussion of people who care for
us and those we care for.
Chn. make lists coparing how they
are cared for & how they care for
others.

Discuss care in the wider
community.
Draw web of members of our
community that care for us e.g.
doctors, crossing warden, teachers,
police etc.
relate to WW2 - discuss home
guard, air raid wardens etc

Children discuss the reasons that
people engage in personal
conflicts.
As a class list different reasons for
people getting to the stage where
they fight.
Ask children why an argument
escalates into a fight.

Give chn. a scenario of someone
being provoked into fighting.
Chn. write written explanation of
whether they think this was
acceptable or not giving
justifications.

1.My Year Ahead
What do I want to achieve this
year?
How can I make myself and others
feel welcomed?

Being a Global
Citizen 1
What is a global citizen?
How do my actions affect others?

3. Being a Global
Citizen 2
Why do my actions affect people
locally and globally?

4.The Learning
Charter
How can my behaviour affect my
rights and responsibilities?
In what ways do my actions affect
others?

Question

RE

Skills
I know that there is a human
code of living.

I can compare the texts in the
Christian gospels that tell the
stories of shepherds and wise
men at Jesus’ birth, exploring
how they are remembered and
celebrated in a range of
Christmas festivities.
I know the similarities and
differences between the stories
from the gospels. I can explain the
birth and death of Jesus and how
this impacts Christians today.

Knowledge

Activity

PSHE

Question

5. Our Learning
Charter
How can the actions of one
individual affect a whole group?

6.Owning our
Learning Charter

2.Understanding Difference
Why are some people treated
differently to others?

3.Power Struggles
How do some people exert power
over others?

I know in detail why and how
Christmas is celebrated. I can
explain the meaning of
Christmas; making links to the
Bible
Children's own written explanation
of the true meaning of Christmas.

PSHE
Computing
Art
Design
MFL

I can empathise with people who
are
different

I am aware of my attitude towards I know how it can feel to be
people
excluded or
who are different
treated badly by being different in
some
way

I understand my own wants
and needs and can compare
these with children in different
communities

I understand my own wants
and needs and can compare
these with children in different
communities

I know how to use my
Jigsaw Journal
I feel welcome and valued and
know how to make others feel the
same

I know that there are
universal rights for all
children but for many
children these rights are
not met

I understand that my
actions affect other people
locally and globally

I understand that my actions
affect myself and others; I care
about other people’s feelings and
try to empathise with them

I can contribute to the group and
understand how we can function
best as a whole

I can make choices
I understand how an
about my own behaviour
individual’s behaviour can
because I understand
impact on a group
how rewards and
consequences feel and
I understand how these
relate to my rights and
responsibilities
Knowledge
Develop Jigsaw Charter -Use Jigsaw Jigsaw Charter, Jigsaw Chime,
Jigsaw Charter, Jigsaw Chime,
Jigsaw Charter, Jigsaw Chime,
Jigsaw Charter, Jigsaw Chime,
Activity
Journal
‘Calmcan
Me’I keep
script,myself
PowerPoint
slide - What
‘Calm information
Me’ script, Jigsaw
strips What
‘Calm information
Me’ script, treasure
with When
‘Calm Me’
script, anti-social
How
can I keep myself and others How
and others
is safeJem,
to share
is safe tobox
share
is a post/comment
Question
Jigsaw
Charter, Jigsaw Chime,
5 online?
of paper
rattly
behaviour scenario, role-play cards,
safe
online?
safe
online?
online?
inappropriate?
I‘Calm
can support
others
to protect
Iquestions,
can support
others to on
protect
I(one
can for
explain
consequences
can explain
the consequences
can explain
consequences
to
Me’ script,
Meet
and Greet
PowerPoint
cocoa
eachthe
child),
Maslow of Itreasure,
example
completed of ICorner
schoolthe
learning
charter, My
themselves
and make good choices themselves
and
make good choices sharing
much about
much Learning
about myself
and others
of not
Bingo
production in
Ghana,
triangle too
PowerPoint
and myself
templates, sharing
Learningtoo
Charter,
Charter myself
Jigsaw Journey,
Jigsaw
Journals,
online,
reporting
online,
including reporting
online.
online.
communicating
kindly
andCat.
sheets, including
Slide of J.K
Rowling
chocolate/sweets
as
My
Jigsaw
template,
Jigsaw Jem, Jigsaw
Jerrie
concerns
an adult.
an adult.
Optional: to
Teacher
to source photo concerns
prizes, MytoJigsaw
Journey, Jigsaw
Journey, Jigsaw Journals, Jigsaw
My Jigsaw Journey, Jigsaw Journals, respectfully.
Skills
J.K. how to keep myself and
Jigsaw
Jem,myself
Jigsawand
Jerrie IJerrie
Cat,
Jigsaw Jem.
Iofknow
IJournals,
know how
to keep
knowCat.
what is appropriate to share IJigsaw
know Jerrie
what is
appropriate
to share I know and understand the impact
Rowlingsafe
from
online,
Spiral and flag others
Cat
others
online.
I know
safe online. I know
online and what can happen if too online and what can happen if too of inappropraite or negative
templates, Jigsaw
Jem,
Jigsaw when/how to report an issue
when/how
to report
anMy
issue
much information is shared
much information is shared
comments made online
Journey, Jigsaw Journals, Jigsaw
online
online
Knowledge
Jerrie Cat.
discusssion of online safety Give children different scenario's as watch advice clips/powerpoint
safe sharing poster - created on
sorting activity of
review ways of keeping safe create a small group where an individual is about safe sharing of information - chromebooks
appropriate/inappropriate
mind map
at risk online - children write an
discuss what can happen if
/negative comments
Activity
advice bubble about what needs to personaldetails/images are shared Can the materials I use have an
Can
the materials
I use have an
Can I create an effective colour
be done
to stay safe.
action consequence chart.
effect upon the quality of my
effect upon the quality of my
palette using water colours?
drawing?
drawing?
Question
Use a range of drawing materials to Choose a style of drawing suitable
Create a colour pallette based upon
Skills
add
interesting
effects
such
as
for
the
work
e.g.
realistic/
colours
observed
in of
theshades
natural
I know that the hardness of a pencil I know that different drawing
I know that different drawing
I know that different drawing
I know that
a range
ofor
reflections,
sunlight,
impressionistic.
Use lines
to
built
world
according
topic.
changes thedirection
effect of of
drawing.
techniques are suited
to certain
techniques are suited to certain
techniques are suited to certain
colour
can be
createdto
using
water
Knowledge
shadows.Use a choice of
represent movement.
styles.
styles.
styles.
colour
varying
Practise shading and pencil effect Look at WW2 propaganda posters. Use pencil techniques to shade
Recreate pencil poster on A3.
Create paint
colourand
wheel
usingwater
water
techniques to depict movement
used
and/or
colours
combined.
skills using different hardnesses of Draw outline of WW2 poster in
poster drawing.
colours
Activity
and persepective.Choose a style of
pencils.
How
do Isuitable
know if for
my the
design
is e.g. sketch book.
drawing
work
suitable
the intended audience?
realistic/for
impressionistic.
Use lines
Question
to represent movement.
I can research and design an
I can research and design an
I can join and combine a range of
I can design an innovative ,
innovative , functional and
innovative , functional and
ingredients. I can work safely and functional and appealing food
appealing food product that is
appealing food product that is
hygienically. I can weigh and
product that is aimed at specific
Skills
aimed at specific individual or
aimed at specific individual or
measure using scales. I can cut and individual or group. I can discuss
Knowledge
group. I can
discuss my
group.recipe
I can discuss
my design
and
shape
usingpudding,
tools and Review
my design
make
appropriate
Research
a pudding
thatdesign
peopleand
on Write
with partner
discuss
In
smallingredients
groups create
lastand
weeks
product
- use
make appropriate
changes.
makeclose
appropriate
equipment.
I can join and combine basic
changes.
Activity
WW2
rationing would
have eaten. how
to WW2changes.
food chn. think
taste
and evaluate.
bun recipes to design own
food ingredients by beating,
Can you ask questions and follow
Can you
ask questions
their
pudding
will be and follow
wartime buns amking substitutions
kneading & rubbing in.I can analyse with ingredients available in WW2.
Question
classroom instructions in french?
classroom instructions in french?
taste,
texture,
smell
and
I can perform to an audience
I can perform to an audience
I can use spoken language
I can use spoken language
I can recognise agreements and
appearance
of initiate
a rangeand
of foods.
confidently to initiate and
confidently to
patterns in a foreign language
Skills
understand details of spoken
understand details of spoken
I know how to use use question
I know how to use use question formsI know how to use J'aime & Je
I know how to use J'aime & Je
I know how to use quantifiers: Tres,
conversation
conversation
Knowledge
forms
n'aime pas
n'aime pas
assez & adjectives: sympa,
amusant etc.
Name and say whether they
Use - As-tu...? ask for and answer
Say whether I have or have not got Match sound to sentences & paragraphs
Iintelligent,
read and understand
the main
Activity
have/have not got pieces of
questions about classroom
items of clothing
point in a short written text
classroom
equipment
in french
Can I dribble then shoot?
Can
I shieldequipment
the ball?
How
can I use
different body parts Can I take an effective throw in / corner?
Can I shoot under pressure?
How do I play center midfield?
H- Can I dribble using open / reverse
H- Can
stickI under
hit thepressure?
ball safely?
to control the ball from the air?
H-What is a short corner?
H-How do I score a goal?
H-Can I play 7 v 7 (full format)?
I can dribble the ball then shoot I can use my body to shield the ball How can I use different body parts I can take a throw in and a corner I can shoot when a defender is
I can attack and defend
towards goal when the
away from an opponent
to control the ball from the air?
kick
closing me down / attempting to
H-I can participate in a full format
opportunity arises
can hit the ball over a distance
H -How do I defend?
H-I can attack and defend a short
tackle me
game of hockey
H-I can alternate between open
corner
H-I can score a goal in the correct
and reverse stick whilst being
area (D)
closed down

I understand how
democracy and having a
voice benefits the school
community

I understand there are different
perceptions about what normal
means

I understand how being different
could
affect someone’s life

Jigsaw Charter, Jigsaw Chime,
‘Calm Me’
script, Jigsaw Jem,
When
is a post/comment
Learning Charter, My Jigsaw
inappropriate?
IJourney,
can explain
the consequences
to
certificates,
Jigsaw
myself
and
others
of not
Journals,
Jigsaw
Jerrie
Cat.
communicating kindly and
respectfully.
I know and understand the impact
of inappropraite or negative
comments made online

Jigsaw Chime, ‘Calm Me’ script,
Quiz sheets,
Jigsaw
Jem,
Jigsaw
How
can i treat
others
with
Journals, and
My Jigsaw
kindness
respectJourney,
online? Jigsaw
IJerrie
can explain
Cat. the importance of
comminicating kindly and
respectfully.
I know how to treat people
respectfully online

Jigsaw Chime, ‘Calm Me’ script, Life Jigsaw Chime, ‘Calm Me’ script,
Jigsaw Chime, ‘Calm me’ script,
Jigsaw Chime, ‘Calm Me’ script,
story of
Robert/Roberta
Cowell,
Teacher to
JigsawisJem,
Ball, Jigsaw
What
is cyber/online
bullying?
What
cyber/online bullying?
How
can I prevent online bullying?
What
cyber/online
bullying?
Community pictures, Jigsaw Jem,
sourceisbullying
support
Bullying PowerPoint, Scenario
Jem, PowerPoint slide of
IA3
can
explain
what paper,
cyber/online
can explain what
Icards,
can explain
IParalympians,
can explain why I need to protect
paper
or sugar
photos of Iinformation,
Jigsawcyber/online
Jigsaw what cyber/online
bullying
is people, Jigsaw Journals, bullying
is
bullying
and
my- Paralympians,
friends and theJigsaw
best
other trans
Song: ‘There’s
a Place’ Power
Journals,isMy Jigsaw Journey, Jigsaw myself
YouTube
clip
ways
to do this, including reporting
My Jigsaw Journey, Jigsaw Jerrie
scenario resource
Jerrie Cat
Journals,
concerns
an adult.
Cat.
sheet, Jigsaw Journals, My Jigsaw
My JigsawtoJourney,
Jigsaw Jerrie
Cat. how to keep myself safe online
I know what online or cyber bullying is
IJourney,
know what online or cyber bullying is
I know what online or cyber bullying is
know
Jigsaw Jerrie Cat.
I know when/how to report an issue online

Role play of seeing and reacting to
inappropriate/ negative online
comments

In groups give chn. negative
comments - ask chn. to turn the
comment round and re-write a s a
positive post

Circle time discussion of difference group activity - write short
between random negative
explanation of what cyber bullying
comments and the sustained and
is and present to the class.
repetitive nature of bullying online

Look at case study of a person who
has experienced bullying online list
the effects on the person and the
reasons why this type of bullying
happened

Create a colour pallette based upon
colours
observed
in of
theshades
natural
I know that
a range
ofor
built
world
according
topic.
colour
can be
createdto
using
water
colour
varying
Create paint
tonal and
slides
using water
water
used
and/or
colours
combined.
colours.

Lightly sketch before painting to
cobine line and colour.

Use the qualities of watercolour
and acrylic paints to create visually
interesting pieces. Combine
colours, tones and tints to create
Begin to paint poster starting with
mood. Use brush techniques and
background wash.
paint consistency to create texture.

Use the qualities of watercolour
and acrylic paints to create visually
interesting pieces. Combine
colours, tones and tints to create
Practise creating fine lines using
mood. Use brush techniques and
fine brush. Paint detailed areas of
paint consistency to create texture.
poster - work from lighter shades
to darker.

Use the qualities of watercolour
and acrylic paints to create visually
interesting pieces. Combine
colours, tones and tints to create
Complete painting.
mood. Use brush techniques and
paint consistency to create texture.

I can design an innovative ,
functional and appealing food
product that is aimed at specific
individual or group. I can discuss
my design
and
Write
recipe
formake
buns.appropriate
changes.

I can join and combine a range of
ingredients. I can work safely and
hygienically. I can weigh and
measure using scales. I can cut and
shape
using
tools and
In
smallingredients
groups make
& evaluate
equipment. I can join and combine
buns.
foodI ingredients
by beating,
Can
name occupations??
kneading & rubbing in.I can analyse
taste,
texture,
smell
and
I can write and say occupation
appearance
vocabulary of a range of foods.

I can join and combine a range of
ingredients. I can work safely and
hygienically. I can weigh and
measure using scales. I can cut and
shape
using
tools and
In
smallingredients
groups make
& evaluate
equipment. I can join and combine
buns.
food ingredients by beating,
kneading & rubbing in.I can analyse
taste,
texture,
smell
and
I can write and say occupation
appearance
vocabulary of a range of foods.

I can join and combine a range of
ingredients. I can work safely and
hygienically. I can weigh and
measure using scales. I can cut and
shape
using
tools and
In
smallingredients
groups make
& evaluate
equipment. I can join and combine
buns.
foodI ingredients
bygame
beating,
Can
play a simple
using
kneading
& rubbing in.I can analyse
French
Vocabulary?
taste,
texture,
smell
and
I can read and write phrases for
I can read and write phrases for
appearance
of a range of foods.
playing games
playing games

I know I need to wait for the
right opportunity to shoot
H -I know how to move when
under pressure

I know how to score a try during a I know I need to move quickly to
game of rugby
avoid being tagged

Skills

I know why shielding is important
(keeps possession and could draw a
foul)
H-I know how to hit a ball (passing
and shooting)

I know I need to make a decision
which body part to use depending
on the trajectory of the ball
H- I know when to tackle

I know the correct technique for
taking a throw in and the optimum
way to take a corner
H-I know what a short corner is and
how to attack / defend one

I know I need to get my shot away
before the defender tackles me
H-I know I cannot score unless I'm
in the correct part of the pitch

Multiply and divide any integer by
10,100 & 1000

Maths planning Y5

P.E.

I understand why our school
community benefits from a
Learning Charter and how I
can help others to follow it by
modelling it myself

Maths planning Y6
SfA Y5/6
(LC)
SfA Y6
(CB)

I can identify my goals for
this year, understand my
fears and worries about
the future and know how
to express them

Text?

Text?

I know the center midfielder
contributes towards both attack
and defence
H-I know the rules of hockey and
how to play 7 v 7

Can I create an effective colour
palette using water colours?

I can recognise agreements and
patterns in a foreign language

Sketch outlines for propaganda
poster.

I can explain some of the ways in
which
one person or a group can have
power
over another

I can tell you a range of strategies
for managing my feelings in
bullying
situations and for problem-solving
when
I’m part of one
I know some of the reasons why
people
use bullying behaviours

I appreciate people for who they
are
I can show empathy with people in
either
situation
I can give examples of people with
disabilities who lead amazing lives
I can explain ways in which
difference can
be a source of conflict and a cause
for
celebration

What would you do activity - give
scenarios of online bullying in pairs
chn. record what they would do in
the given situation - feedback to
group.

I can speak audibly and clearly
when performing to an audience

I know how to use quantifiers: Tres, assez
I know
& that
adjectives:
some nouns
sympa,for
intelligent, Iamusant
know that
etc.
some nouns for
occupations change their spelling
occupations change their spelling
according
to gender.
according
to gender.
I read and understand the main
Listen
to spoken
passgaes and
Match
sound
to written passages
point in a short written text
understand key details
Can I score a try in a game situation? Can I pass and avoid being tagged? Can I tackle during a game?

I know vocabulary to use when
I know vocabulary to use when
playing games
playing games
Play a game using short french phrases
Play a game using short french
phrases & read aloud phrases from
a variety
How do I line up to restart play?
Can
I playof7 texts
v 7?

I can score a try during a small
sided drill

I can tackle an opponent with the
ball during a game situation

I can get back into my team
formation after a try

I can take part in a full format game I can take part in a full format game
of tag rugby
of tag rugby

I know after I've tackled to place
the tag on the floor

I know I need to be onside and in
line with my teammates

I know the different aspects of a
game of tag rugby

I can dodge and evade a defender

I know know how to sing french
songs with accurate pronunciation
sing a range of simple french songs
Can I play 7 v 7?

I know the different aspects of a
game of tag rugby

Spring Term

Week 1
What is the Mayan Kingdom ?

Question

Week 2
When did the Mayan civilisation
exist?

I can make assumptions and ask
questions about historical periods
based on evidence

History

Skills

I can place historical events (using
dates) in chronological order on a
timeline making links to events we
have studied
I know that the kingdom of Maya is I can explore how we know about
in Central America I know the eras the Mayan Civilisation was most
and events of the Maya Civilisation powerful from 420 AD and 900 AD,
i know that there were other
existed since 750BC and was taken
civilisations in Central America at
over by the Conquistadors in the
the same time
15th Century. I know that Mayan
people still live in Central America
today
I know what was happening in the
UK when the Maya were at their
most powerful
I can make connections between
other historical periods studied

Week 3
Who was in charge and how did
they rule the country?

Week 4
What was life like for Mayan
People?

I can use dates and abstract
I can select and use the most
historical terms to critically analyse appropriate source of evidence to
historical events
gather information and recognise
bias
I know that the Mayan Civilisation I know where the Maya lived. I
was very advanced,
know what life would have been
I know that the Maya built temples, like for the Maya people. I know
studied astronomy, developed a
that the Maya were farmers and
calendar, invented a number
grew chocolate which was used as
system which incudes 0 and wrote a currency and was 'food of the
using glyphs and pictographs.
gods'
Compare with Greek farming
methods

Week 5
What religious beliefs did the
Mayans hold?

Activity

Question

Skills

Science

Knowledge

Build a timeline (including BC and Sort images and caption key
AD events) and relate other studied information about Maya
periods and events during that
timeframe in other places

Look at photos of archaeological
sites, look at sculputures, relief
images, secondary sources to find
out about farming. Make a
chocolate factsheet
What is inheritance? Why do we
What is adaptation? How have
What is adaptation? How have
What is adaptation? How have
inherit particular characteristics
living things adapted to suit their
living things adapted to suit their
living things adapted to suit their
from our parents? What
environments?How have some
environments?How have some
environments?How have some
characteristics can we inherit?
living things changed over time?
living things changed over time?
living things changed over time?
Ask and answer deeper and
Ask and answer deeper and
Ask and answer deeper and
Ask and answer deeper and
broader scientific questions about broader scientific questions about broader scientific questions about broader scientific questions about
the local and wider world that build the local and wider world that build the local and wider world that build the local and wider world that build
on and extend their own and
on and extend their own and
on and extend their own and
on and extend their own and
others' experiences and
others' experiences and
others' experiences and
others' experiences and
knowledge.
knowledge.
knowledge.
knowledge.
I know that we look different from I can use the basic ideas of
I can use the basic ideas of
I can use the basic ideas of
our parents because we inherit
inheritance, variation and
inheritance, variation and
inheritance, variation and
genetic material that gives us some adaptation to describe how living
adaptation to describe how living
adaptation to describe how living
of their traits, but not as a perfect things have changed over time and things have changed over time and things have changed over time and
copy (clone)
evolved
evolved
evolved

Discuss and recreate pictographs/
temples (art linked?)

Look at information & pictures of
parents and offspring and identify
similar and different features of
each individual- suggest which
characteristics maybe inherited Discuss non-tangible characteristics
such as personality and
mannerisms - ask if these are
inherited or learnt traits.

Introduce the concept of the
survival of the fittest & that in
order to compete successfully for
resources animals including
humans had to adapt & evolve, and
sometimes variation would occur
within a species.
Compare a greyhound and a husky
- note adaptations -greyhound
hunts by sight suited to wide open
spaces where a fast kill would be
needed- eyesight, speed, muscle
mass, low density coat
-husky hunts by tracking - well
developed sense of smell, higher
body fat, dense insulating coat neither could successfully survive in
the other's environment even
though they are same species
How did the climate of the Central
America vary?
Flooding & mud slides deforestation

Look at the Galapagos Finches study a generic finch - note its
features- introduce variation- draw
diagrams to compare two
variations within the species.
Discuss why the finches adapted
and changed over time in order to
survive.

Look at the Galapagos Finches Show a range of different animal
study a generic finch - note its
species - discuss adaptations
features- introduce variation- draw Children select their own animal
diagrams to compare two
and produce factfile of adaptations
variations within the species.
Discuss why the finches adapted
and changed over time in order to
survive.

Activity

Week 8
How have the Mayan Civilisation
influenced our modern world?

Week 9

Week 10

What is evolution? What is the
theory of evolution?

Ask and answer deeper and
broader scientific questions about
the local and wider world that build
on and extend their own and
others' experiences and
knowledge.
I can use the basic ideas of
inheritance, variation and
adaptation to describe how living
things have changed over time and
evolved

I can select and use the most
I can make assumptions and ask
appropriate source of evidence to questions about historical periods
gather information and recognise based on evidence
bias
I know when the Maya Civilisation I know how the Mayan civilisation
began to decline
has left a legacy -Ball games
I know why the Maya Civilisation
Chocolate
began to decline
Chilli peppers
I know who the Conquistadors
maize
were and who destroyed Mayan
Civilisation and what the reasons
tortillas
were.
0
I know that Pedro de Alvarado led
the conquistadors who detroyed
the Mayan empire
I understand that the points of
views of Western cultures led to
them overpowering cultures they
felt were inferior and that the
legacy of discrimination remains
today. leading to Hot seat
Research using a range of sources- research
Plan and hold a Mayan celebration
relief work, first hand accounts.
activity
- food and ball games
Present as drama?
https://www.thoughtco.
com/biography-of-pedro-dealvarado-2136555
What is evolution? What is the
How have humans evolved over
How have humans evolved over time?
theory of evolution?
time?
How have humans evolved over
https://www.thoughtco.com/theHow has the skeleton of a human time? How has the skeleton of a
maya-conquest-of-the-kichechanged and why?
human changed and why?
2136556
Ask and answer deeper and broader scientific
Ask and answer
questions
deeper
about
and
the local and
Ask
wider
and answer
world that
deeper
buildand
on and extend their own and others' experiences and knowledge.
broader scientific questions about broader scientific questions about
the local and wider world that build the local and wider world that build
on and extend their own and
on and extend their own and
others' experiences and
others' experiences and
knowledge.
knowledge.
I can describe and compare the
I can explain how the development I can use the basic ideas of
I can use the basic ideas of
I can describe and compare the
bodies of some homin species and
of the skelton during evolution
inheritance, variation and
inheritance, variation and
bodies of some homin species and how they evolved for different
helped humans to walk and run
adaptation to describe how
adaptation to describe how living
how they evolved for different
purposes - climbing / walking
such as a narrower pelvis for
humans have changed over time
things have changed over time and purposes - climbing / walking
upright walking
and evolved
evolved
Identify main physical human
show pictures of homin species
Revise previous learning on early
features and suggest why humans developing over time. Ask Chn. to Homonims and move to observe
may have evolved in this way.
note any obvious differences they changes in human development
see- note 3 main groups: early
once Australopithecines arrive and
Homonims, Australopithecines &
when homo genus begin to
homo genus.
dominate. Visit www.nhm.ac.
Focus on change from last common uk>discoverhuman evolution.
ancester to early homonims.
Complete drawing of evolutionary
Discuss why this came about.
scale.
Watch Human Origins 101 national
geographic.
Look at timeline of human skeleton
begin to draw own eveloutionary
development from the last
Revisit National Geographic Watch
scale.
common ancestor to homo
Human origins.
sapiens. Discuss differences
Written explanation of the three
between each, suggesting reasons major groups from last common
for changes in shape and size of
ancestor to Homo Sapiens.
bones, development of skull etc.
Describe and explain the
Labell changes on diagrams
evolutionary changes that lead to
provided.
modern humans.
How did the climate of the Central How did the climate of the Central How did the climate of the Central Is it fair that the environment of
Is there a way to make sure
America vary?
America vary?
America vary?
Central America has been changed economic benefit is equal for all?
Earthquakes
Volcanoes
Volcanoes
for economic reasons?

Where is the Mayan Kingdom?

What is the topography of the
Mayan Kingdom?

How did the Maya manipulate the Has human activity influenced the
topography of the Central America changes in topography in Central
for agricultural purposes?
America?

I can locate countries and capital
cities of the( World) UK on a world
map , atlas or globe.
I can locate the seas (surrounding
the area I am studying) the United
Kingdom on a world map, atlas or
globe

I can collect and analyse
information in order to compare
and draw conclusions about
locations around the world.

I can explain the challenges of
living in certain locations.

I can use a range of evidence to
observe, measure, record and
present human and physical
features in a local area, using a
range of methods.

I know that the Mayan Kingdom is
I can
devise
a simple
map; and use
in
Central
America
- Southern
and
construct
basic symbols
Mexico,
Guatamala
& Belize.in a
key

I know that the Mayan Kingdom
included Rainforest, Dry & Arid
Land, Swamps, Coastal areas &
mountains.

I know that the Mayan civilisation
used deforestation in a sustainable
way as part of their cultivation
methods.

I can explain how deforestation
increased as production of export
crops was introduced by foreign
exploitation of the land and
indigenous people.

I understand that frequency and
I can locate fault lines on a map
impact of flooding & mud slides has and understand that proximity to
increased because of deforestation. the edges of tectonic plates in
central America affect the
occurence of earthquakes.

Identify America as a continent
using Atlas.
Outline location of Mayan
civilaisation on map of Central
America.

Add different topographical areas
to map of central America.
Identify features of Rainforest, Dry
& Arid Land, Swamps, Coastal areas
& mountains.

Discuss meaning of deforestation.
Look at pictures of Mayan farming,
identify tools & methods being
used.
Discuss why this was sustainable
and did not damage the ecosystem.

Look at maps showing the decline
of forested areas in Central
America, compare Mayan Era to
present day.
On map provided produce
deforestation map showing when
the forest was cut down and the
reason for deforestation e.g.for
growing cash crops, cattle etc.

Discusss physical impact of
deforestation on the topography of
area.
Watch National Geographi mud
slide clip.
Create labelled diagram of before
and after deforestation.

Celebrations/festivals
Who celebrates what and why?

Celebrations/festivals
Who celebrates what and why?
I can explore and respond
thoughtfully to the spiritual
paths of Muslims, Hindus or
Buddhists including
celebrations and festivals,
using a range of sources of
wisdom.
I know and can explain that
people of different faiths
celebrate festivals

Places and symbols
In what ways are places of
worship important?
I can relate the meanings of
symbols and actions used in
worship to events and
teachings from the religions
they study.

In what ways are places of
worship important?

I can explore and respond
thoughtfully to the spiritual
paths of Muslims, Hindus or
Buddhists including
celebrations and festivals,
using a range of sources of
wisdom.
I know and can explain that
people of different faiths
celebrate festivals

I can relate the meanings of
symbols and actions used in
worship to events and
teachings from the religions
they study.

I know the Islamic, Christian
and Jewish symbols used in
worship.

Diwali story of Rama and Sita
Festival of Holi
celebrated by Hindus, Sikhs, Jains &
Buddhists.

Research and examine Islamic
religious artefacts.
Discuss their symbolism.
Make pamphlet showing Islamic
sybols & explaining prayer rituals

1.What is self image?

How is a baby created and born?

Question

Geography

Skills

I can collect and analyse
information in order to compare
and draw conclusions about
locations around the world.

I can collect and analyse
information in order to compare
and draw conclusions about
locations around the world.

I can locate significant geographical I can collect and analyse
features on a world map , atlas or information in order to compare
globe.
and draw conclusions about
locations around the world.

I can collect and analyse
information in order to compare
and draw conclusions about
locations around the world.

I can explain the challenges of
living in certain locations.

I can explain the challenges of
living in certain locations.

I can devise a simple map; and use
and construct basic symbols in a
key
I can locate fault lines on a map

I can explain the challenges of
living in certain locations.

I can explain the challenges of
living in certain locations.

I know that volcanic soil is fertile
and therefore some rainforests
benefit from their proximity to
volcanoes.

I can identify the reasons for
deforestation and understand the
advantages and disadvantages of
the process and the impact this had
on human life and the
environment.

and understand that proximity to
the edges of tectonic plates in
central America affect the
occurence of volcanic activity.

I can explain the challenges of
living in certain locations.

I can recognise that there are
modern schemes for trade and
farming e.g. fair trade that make
agriculture fairer for some farmers.

Knowledge
Locate world's major volcanoes
using atlas.
Ask- why are they in similar places
to earthquake zones. Discuss
location of earthquakes in relation
to tectonic plates.
Write brief explanation of what
causes volcano to erupt and
illustrate with diagram.

Locate areas of volcanic soil in
Central America.
Research why volcanic soil is good
for growing crops & discusss how
people have used this to their
advantage.

In what ways are places of
worship important?

Show clip of structure of the Earth.
Discuss how plate tectonics float on
the Earth's surface creating fault
lines where they meet.
Locate major fault lines on world
map.
Draw Fault lines on world map and
locate earthquake hotspots.
Watch clip of earthquake and
discuss dangers.
In what ways are places of
worship important?

Why do people of different faiths
worship in different ways?

Why do people of different faiths
worship in different ways?

I can relate the meanings of
symbols and actions used in
worship to events and
teachings from the religions
they study.

I can relate the meanings of
symbols and actions used in
worship to events and
teachings from the religions
they study.

I can pursue an enquiry into
local places of worship and
beliefs about worship. (The
methods of philosophy for
children can be used effectively
here).

I can pursue an enquiry into
local places of worship and
beliefs about worship. (The
methods of philosophy for
children can be used effectively
here.)

I know the Islamic, Christian
and Jewish symbols used in
worship.

I know the Islamic, Christian
and Jewish symbols used in
worship.

I know the Islamic, Christian
and Jewish symbols used in
worship.

Visit St.Leonards Church

Recount of visit to St.Leonards.
Church furniture & artefacts plan
annotated

Watch clip of Jewish religious
ceremony - discuss rituals.
Draw diagrams of Jewish religious
artefacts annotae with use and
religious significance.

I know that there are different
beliefs about worship.
I know there are questions to
ask to further my
understanding. I know how to
remain respectful when
carrying out my enquiry.
Hindu beliefs -study of ceremonies
and rituals

I know that there are different
beliefs about worship.
I know there are questions to
ask to further my
understanding. I know how to
remain respectful when
carrying out my enquiry.
Hindu mandir & connections use of
Mandir artefacts in Prayer

Activity
Question

RE

Skills

Knowledge

Activity
How will I change over time?

Question

PSHE

I know how to develop my own self I can express how I feel about the
esteem.
changes that will happen to me
during
puberty

How can changing feelings alter a
relationship?
I understand that respect for one
I recognise how I feel when I reflect another is
on
essential in a boyfriend/girlfriend
the development and birth of a
relationship,
baby.
and that I should not feel pressured
into doing
something I don’t want to

Skills

Knowledge
Activity

Computing 1

Question

I am aware of my own self-image andI can explain how girls’ and boys’
how my body image fits into that. bodies change during puberty
and understand the importance of
looking after yourself physically and
emotionally.
Changing Me Piece 1
Changing Me Piece 2
What is technology and the impact What is the world wide web and
it has on human life?
how is it used/misused?

I can describe how a baby develops
from conception through the nine
months of pregnancy, and how it is
born
Changing Me Piece 3
Who makes and maintains
websites? How can you identify a
trust worthy website?

I understand how being physically
attracted
to someone changes the nature of
the
relationship and what that might
mean about
Changing
Me Piece 4
having
a girlfriend/boyfriend
Who
makes
and maintains
websites? How can you identify a
trust worthy website?

Week 11

I can use dates and abstract
I can select and use the most
historical terms to critically analyse appropriate source of evidence to
historical events
gather information and recognise
bias
I know that the Mayans built
I know that the Maya were fierce
temples and worshipped many
warriors. I can explain why and
gods. I can compare the belief
how they fought with their
systems of other ancient
neighbours. (trade, power, land, for
civilisations and explain how this is slaves, drought, diminishing
a similar belief system to other
resources etc) I know that their
ancient civilisations studied
methods of fighting contributed to
(Greeks, Roman, Vikings etc) and
their defeat at the hands of the
different to most modern religions conquistadors

Knowledge
In groups discuss a range of
primary and simple secondary
sources. Use to ask quesitons about
the Maya and other civilisations

Week 6
Week 7
Why were the Mayans such feared Who was responsible for the
warriors?
decline of the Mayan Civilisation?

Who was Charles Babbage? - first
programmable computer

Who was Charles Babbage? - first
programmable computer

I can use the basic ideas of
inheritance, variation and
adaptation to describe how
humans have changed over time
and evolved

Revisit National Geographic Watch
Human origins.
Written explanation of the three
major groups from last common
ancestor to Homo Sapiens.
Describe and explain the
evolutionary changes that lead to
modern humans.
Is there a way to make sure
economic benefit is equal for all?
How is fair trade having an impact
on the idigenous population in
Central America?
I can explain the challenges of
living in certain locations.

I can explain how the Fair Trade
Scheme has impacted farmers in
Central America.
I understand that what I buy affects
the economic well being of food
producers.
I know that fairly produced goods
may be more expensive.

Discuss and list advantages and
disadvantages of deforestation.
Discuss impact this had had on
human life.
Before and after sketch of
rainforest.
Why do people of different faiths
worship in different ways?
I can pursue an enquiry into
local places of worship and
beliefs about worship. (The
methods of philosophy for
children can be used effectively
here.)

Why do people of different faiths
worship in different ways?
I can pursue an enquiry into
local places of worship and
beliefs about worship. (The
methods of philosophy for
children can be used effectively
here.)

I know that there are different
beliefs about worship.
I know there are questions to
ask to further my
understanding. I know how to
remain respectful when
carrying out my enquiry.

I know that there are different
beliefs about worship.
I know there are questions to
ask to further my
understanding. I know how to
remain respectful when
carrying out my enquiry.

Islamic beliefs - study of islamic
artefacts and religious ceremonies
How can I challenge 'negative body What can I do to prepare myself for
What are my steps to success?
What problems of the wider world
talk?'
chnage in my life?
concern me?
I can express how I feel about my
I understand why it is important to stretch
I can work out the learning steps I need
self-image and know how to challenge
I can identify what I am looking forward
the boundaries of my current learningto take to reach my goal and understand
negative ‘body-talk’.
to and what worries me about the
how to motivate myself to work on these
transition to secondary school /or
I can identify problems in the world
moving to my next class
that
concern me and talk to other
people about
them
I am aware of the importance of a I know how to prepare myself
I know my learning strengths and
I can set success criteria so that I will I recognise the emotions I
positive self-esteem and what I can emotionally for the changes next year.
can set
know whether I have reached my goalexperience
do
challenging but realistic goals for
when I consider people in the
to develop it
myself
world who
(e.g. one in-school goal and one
are suffering or living in difficult
out-ofschool
goal)
situations
Changing Me Piece 5
Changing Me Piece 6
Dreams
& Goals
Piece 1
Dreams & Goals Piece 2
Dreams & Goals Piece 3
Who was Charles Babbage? - first
programmable computer

How have humans evolved over
time? How has the skeleton of a
human changed and why?

Create booklet using work from
previous weeks about different
belief systems
How can I make the world a better
place?
What motivates me?

I can work with other people to
help make
the world a better place
I can empathise with people who
are
suffering or who are living in
difficult
situations
Dreams & Goals Piece 4

How can I stay safe online?
How can I stay safe online?

How can I stay safe online?

I can identify why I am motivated
to do
this
I can give praise and compliments
to
other people when I recognise their
contributions and achievements
I can describe some ways in which I
can
work with other people to help
make the
world a better place
I know what
some
people
Dreams
& Goals
Piece
5&6in my
class like
or admire about me and can accept
How
their can I stay safe online?
praise

Computing 1

I can research and identify
technology from around the world

Knowledge

Activity
Question

Art

I can identify the differences
between the world wide web and
the internet.

Skills
Knowledge

I know who makes/maintains
websites.
I know how to identify a
watch
clips explaining
trustworthy
website how
websites are built
Research whether a website is
trustworthy.
What happens when I mix different
poster to promote safe websites colours?
what to look out for
Explore what happens when they
mix colours. Experiment with paint
to create different textures.
Choose colours for a
purpose. Explore how
colours can be changed.
I know when to use thick or thin
brushes and how to create a range
of colours
Use thick and thin brushes. Mix
primary colours to make secondary
colours. Add white to colours to
make tints. Add black to colours to
create tones. Create colour
wheels.
Can I recognise similar features in Can
I use features of Mayan
Mayan pattern?
patterns in my own design?
To research and develop design
I can generate, develop, model &
criteria.
communicate my ideas through
design
a product
fit for
purpose. .I
different
mediums.
ITo
know
how
to research
and
know how
to communicate my
develop a design.
ideas in different ways.
Research traditional Mayan
Create my own Mayan pattern
patterns
design to a given criteria
Collect sketches as a basis for
(style & size)
future designs

Design

Question
Skills
Knowledge

Activity
Question

MFL

Skills
Knowledge

Activity
Can I remember how
to safely perform
forwards and
backwards rolls?
i
ICh-Can
can remember
the
demonstrate
6 for
correct
technique
different arm
forwards
and
motions with
the
backwards
rolls
correct
facing the
CH
I can'E'
link
front? arm
different
motions to the
whole cheer
I know I can use my
rolls as part of my
sequence work
CH I know which 'E
to associate with
each arm motion
Maths planning Y5
Maths planning Y6
SfA Y5
SfA Y6

I can stay safe online

I know what technology has had an I know what the world wide web is. I know who makes/maintains
impact on human life
I know how it can be used or misused.websites.
I know how to identify a
Evaluative list of technology
Comparison between www and
watch
clips explaining
trustworthy
website how
showing whether this has made
internet
websites are built
apositive /negative contribution to Discusssion of how www can be
Research whether a website is
the
world.
used
or
misused.
How can I create representations of How can I create representations of trustworthy.
How can I create representations of
poster to
promote safe websites Mayan art?
Mayan art?
Mayan
art?
what to look out for
Draw lines of different size and
Use different grades of pencil to
thickness. Show pattern and
show line, tone and texture.
texture by adding dots and lines.
Annotate sketches to explain and
Show different tones by applying
elaborate ideas. Sketch lightly (no
Use pencils andpastels to create
simple representations of events, pressure using pencil, charcoal, oil rubber). Use shading to show light
and
chalk
pastel.
Start
to
hatch
and shadow. Use hatching and
people and objects.
cross
when
show
I know and can use the terms Iand
know
andhatch
can use
theshading.
terms - line, Icross
knowhatching
and canto
use
the tone
terms&- line,
texture. texture, shape, form,
line, pattern, texture, shape, form, pattern, texture, shape, form,
pattern,
space, tone, hatch, cross hatch
space, tone, hatch, cross hatch
space, tone, hatch, cross hatch
Observe Mayan art -pick out key
Sketch Mayan wall art
Sketch Mayan wall art
effectively in sketches
lines that form the image
Skills practise - sketch lines, cross
hatching & dots

Activity

PE

I can stay safe online

Skills

I can match a sound to an
individual word in a list of nouns
I know french nouns connected to
homes & can name the rooms of
match
words to sounds - say and
the house.
write the rooms of the house and
names of different accomodation

I can re-use known language in a
different context
I know french nouns connected to
homes & can name the rooms of
use
room names in spoken and
the house.
written sentences

How do I link balances together
with a partner?
CHWhy would we put different
levels in a routine?

What is a walkover?
What is a round off dismount?
CH Can you explain what transition orCH
formation
What is ameans?
double jump?

I can safely attempt to perform a
walkover
I can link different balances with
CH I can include different
movement in pairs
transitions and formations within
CHI can include different levels
my routine
within the cheer using arm motions

I know I can use a number of
movements to link balances
together (jump, spin, roll etc)

I know what a walkover looks like
CH i know what transition and
formation means and can show
different ways in my group

I can re-use known language in a
different context
I know adjectives used to describe
contribute to a shared writing task
describing an ideal home

I can safely perform a round off
dismount off a piece of apparatus
CH I can link 2 jumps together with
the correct technique.
I know what a round off should
look like and why I need to be safe
when performing off apparatus
CH I know how to link 2 jumps
together with the correct jump
technique and landing

I can identify how technology has
advanced due to their input.
I can explain the significance of
this person and their place in the
world.
I know who Charles Babbage is. first programmable computer

I can identify how technology has
advanced due to their input.
I can explain the significance of
this person and their place in the
world.
I know who Charles Babbage is. first programmable computer

I can explain the significance of
this person and their place in the
world.

I can support others to protect
I can explain the consequences of
themselves and make good choices sharing too much about myself
online, including reporting
online.
concerns to an adult.

I know who Charles Babbage is. first programmable computer

I know how to stay safe online

Research life, inventions &
significance of Charles Babbage.
Use chrome books/i-pads

Plan and write brief biography of
Charles Babbage.

Complete biography of Babbage.

E-Safety Booklet Do's & Don'ts

How can I represent a Mayan
image using paint?

How can I represent a Mayan
image using paint?

E-safety scenarios - identifying safe consequences of unacceptable
& unsafe sharing.
behaviour online.

How can I use clay to create a
sculture rpresenting Mayan
carvings?
Mould, shape & carve clay, adding
materials to create interesting
detail

I know to use tools and materials to
create 3D art work.
Use tools and clay to create a
Mayan sculpture using previous
sketches.
.

Can I use a range of common
sewing stitches?
I can show precision in my
I can show precision in my
I can show precision in my
I can use running stitch, over stitch techniques.
techniques.
techniques.
back
stitch of stitches.
Iand
know
a range
I know how to create a template
I know how to use known stitches .I know how to use known stitches
for a design.
to create a design.
to create a design.
make fabric sampler practising and Pencil sketch Mayan pattern design onto
Sewing
fabric.
to produce final Mayan pattern.
Sewing to produce final Mayan
refining, runng, over & back stitch
pattern.

I can show precision in my
techniques.

I can show precision in my
techniques.

I know how to use known stitches
to create a design.

I know how to use known stitches
to create a design.

Sewing to produce final Mayan
pattern.

Sewing to produce final Mayan
pattern.

I can re-use known language in a
different context
I know nouns and adjectives to
describe a home
write individual short description of
an ideal home.

I can understand the basic gist of
an audio recording, matching
to nouns
Iadjectives
know a range
of french adjectives
and nouns
match adjectives to nouns -identify
text types

I can write short sentences using a
model
I know how to use the verb aller &
on va

I can use the internet to research
french speaking holiday
Idestinations
know that French is spoken in
many countries throughout the
world

How do I squat through and
straddle over when vaulting?
CH-Can you explain the difference
between a thigh stand and an
advanced thigh stand?

What is the key steps 3 sequence?
CH What makes a stunt harder?

I can perform a squat through /
straddle over on a piece of
apparatus
CH I can put a routine together
incluing an advanced thigh stand
I know the difference between a
squat through and straddle over
(leg position)
CH I know the difference between
a thigh stand and an advaneced
thigh stand and can explain what
the 4 positions do

I can explain the consequences to
myself and others of not
communicating kindly and
respectfully.

I know how to stay safe online - I
I know how to stay safe online - I
I know how to stay safe online - I
know the consequences of not
know what is safe /unsafe to share know what is safe /unsafe to share communicating kindly &
respectfully.
Add
top booklet - legal
NSPCC Clip - add to booklet

How can I use clay to create a
sculture rpresenting Mayan
carvings?
Use a number of brush techniques Use a number of brush techniques Mould, shape & carve clay, adding
using thick and thin brushes to
using thick and thin brushes to
materials to create interesting
produce shapes, textures, patterns produce shapes, textures, patterns detail
& lines.
& lines.
Mix colours Effectively.
Mix colours Effectively.
Use water colour paint to create
Use water colour paint to create
for backgrounds
for backgrounds
Iwashes
know how
to use brush then add Iwashes
know how
to use brush then add I know to use tools and materials to
detail. Experiment
withtocreating
detail. Experiment
withtocreating
techniques
and colour
create
techniques
and colour
create
create 3D art work.
mood with
mood with
images
of acolour.
particular style.
images
of acolour.
particular style.
Paint Mayan wall art using previous Paint Mayan wall art using previous Use tools and clay to create a
sketches.
sketches.
Mayan sculpture using previous
sketches.

I can explain the consequences of
sharing too much about myself
online.

I can identify nouns and adjectives
contained in a text
I know a range of nouns, verbs,
adjectives & prepositions
read Texts Identifying nouns &
adjectives. Sort word cards into
nouns, verbs, adjectives &
prepositions
Can I take a centre pass using a
number of different tactics?

I can attempt the different key step
3 movements
I can do a straddle sit with my
group and include it within the
routine

I can ask for repetition/ clarification I can recall and use known
vocabulary from a range of topics
in french
I know phrases that will help me to I know how to take turns in a
request repetition
converstaion in order to
practise converstaions asking for repetition
sustain
an unrehearsed
comprhend
what my partner is
converstaion
for at least 4
saying
exchanges
Can I receive the ball without
committing the footwork foul?

What is timed shooting?

Can I evaluate a prototype against
the design criteria?
I can identify how to adapt my
design using existing products.
I know how to evaluate my design
against set criteria
Personal evaluation sheet recognising strngths &
improvements that could be made
to my design.

Write a range of sentences using
Write sentences about booking a
On va aller, partir
holiday using on va, aller, partir
Can I mark both a player both with Can I play a game of high 5 netball? Can I play a game of high 5 netball?
and without the ball?

I can pass the ball from the centre
pass position

I can try and turn during the air
when receiving a ball before
landing then pivoting

I can link my skills learnt previously
to mark opponents both with and I can take part in a game of high 5 I can take part in a game of high 5
I can time my shot to maximise my without the ball (focus on contact / netball playing a variety of different netball playing a variety of different
chance of scoring
obstruction)
positions
positions

I know how to link body
management, floor exercises and
vaulting
I know I need to wait for the right
CH I know how to explain at least 2 pass depending on my teammates
positions for the straddle sit
movement

I know I need to think about my
landing before pivoting

I know I need to take in to account
my / my opponent's position when I know what contact and
shooting
obstruction is

I know what the court markings
mean and who can go where

I know which positions attack (GA,
GS), which defend (GK, GD) and
which do both (C)

Coast To Coast
Spring Term
History
Question

Week 1

Week 2

Week 3

Skills

Knowledge

Activity

Science

Geography

Question

Why are offspring different to their
parents? What is adapatation?

What is adapatation?

Skills

Ask and answer deeper and broader
scientific questions about the local and
wider world that build on and extend
their own and others' experiences and
knowledge.

Ask and answer deeper and broader
scientific questions about the local and
wider world that build on and extend their
own and others’ experiences and
knowledge.

RE

PSHE

I can recognise that living things
produce offspring of the same kind,
but normally offspring vary and are
not identical to their parents

I can identify how plants are adapted to
I can identify how plants are adapted
suit their environment in different ways and to suit their environment in different
that adaptation may lead to evolution.
ways and that adaptation may lead to
evolution.

Activity

Make observations of plants, animals
& humans from same family - label
similarites and any differences. Note
that non are truly identical.

Dissect cacti and common plant compare
different features e.g. differences in leaf
thickness & ability to store water, root
structure & defensive adaptaions -spines

Question

What characterises our British
coastline?

What characterises our British coastline

Skills

I can collect and analyse information in I can collect and analyse information in
order to compare and draw
order to compare and draw conclusions
conclusions about locations around
about locations around the world. I can
the world.
explain the challenges of living in certain
locations.
I can explain the challenges of living in
certain locations.
I understand where the coastline is in I can name & identify the different types of
relation to the sea.
coastline - beaches surrounding the British
I can name the oceans and seas
Isles. I can recognise specific features of
surrounding the British Isles.
coastlines - caves, stacks & arches.
I can identify the different features of
coastlines.

Question

Why do some people influence
others?

Why are some people an inspiration to
others?

Skills

I can describe how sources of
inspiration and influence can
make a difference to myself
and others

I can describe how sources of
inspiration and influence can
make a difference to myself
and others

Knowledge

I know the features of
inspirational and influential
people.

Activity

Look at profiles of Martin Luther King
Jnr, Ghandi & Mother Theresa- list
attributes & discuss common
characteristics & qualities. What
makes these people influential &
inspirational? Is it their ideals? Is it
their concern for the welfare of others
before themselves? Is it their belief in
a better world?
What is the differene between
physical & emotional health?

Week 7
Was it acceptable to smuggle goods?

I can select and use the most
appropriate source of evidence to
gather information and recognise bias
Smuggling

Visit/research Scarborough Castle - visit/research smuggling & social
look at inhabitants and use as
reasons why smuggling became so
defence over last 2000 years
widespread. Discussion writing 'Was it
acceptable to smuggle goods?'
Why do plants and animals adapt
to the environment they are living
in?

Why are plants classified in particular
ways?
In what ways are plants different?
Independently, decide which
observations to make, when and for
how long and make
systematic and careful observations,
using them to make comparisons,
identify changes,
classify and make links between cause
and effect

Ask and answer deeper and
broader scientific questions about
the local and wider world that
build on and extend their own and
others’ experiences and
knowledge.
I can identify how animals and
I can identify how animals and
I can give reasons for classifying plants
plants are adapted to suit their
plants are adapted to suit their
based on specific characteristics.
environment in different ways and environment in different ways and
that adaptation may lead to
that adaptation may lead to
evolution.
evolution.

Animal adaptation chart

How have British coastlines
changed over time?
How is it possible to preserve our
coastlines?
I can compare the characteristics
of different coastlines and
understand how some of these
aspects have changed over time.

Discuss Galopagus Finches - show
images of the beaks of finches ask
chn. if they have changed to
survive. draw detailed diagrams of
variation in finches.

Identify charatceristics of different plant
groups, mosses, ferns, conifers, grasses
& flowering plants.
Note characteristics of each type design chart to show varied
characteristics of each group.
Are the Government doing enough Are the Government doing enough to
to prevent coastal erosion?
prevent coastal erosion?

I can use field work to observe,
measure, record and present
human and physical features in a
local area, using a range of
methods.

I can use field work to observe, measure,
record and present human and physical
features in a local area, using a range of
methods.

I can explain how British coastlines have I can identify how some coastlines I know the Environment Agency is
changed over time.
( softer rock base/clay cliffs) have responsible for managing coastal
I understand different coastal
eroded & comment on the impact erosion.
management strategies. (Scarborough
of these changes upon the
sea wall and harbour)
communities local to these areas.
I can explain how coastal erosion impacts
on human settlement.

I know the Environment Agency is
responsible for managing coastal
erosion.

Watch footage of eroding coastline ( clip Watch footage of eroding
Holderness study look at how the
of scarborough hotel- Holbeck Hall Hotel coastlines. Identify the different
coast has eroded & what could be
falling into sea).Labelled diagrams of the sea defences that can and are
put in place to slow/stop this
stages of erosion leading to formation of used. Holderness -east coast - BBcC
caves, stacks and arches.
bitesize case study. Map receding
coastlines.

What measures can be used to reduce
coastal erosion research and list sea
defences currently used or under
development

revision of processes in water cycle - Observe irreversible changes (chemical
salt crystals from evaporation experiment change)- burning experiment
draw detailed scientific diagrams.

reversible changes - ice cubes and
candles experiments

Gold digger experiment - Mixed materials plan investigation into effectively separating
materials

Where are we in the world?

Why do people migrate?

How can we look after the
environment?

How can we look after our
environment and why do we need to
do this? What are the consequences if we
do/do not do this
I can collect and analyse information in order
to compare and draw conclusions about
locations

I can name and locate countries of Europe
and their capital city on a world map, atlas
or globe.
I can compare the characteristics of
different areas & understand how some
aspects have changed over time.
I know the key features of where we live.

I know why people migrate and the impact of I know that some people
this on that area.
practise these teachings of
wisdom today.

Do modern religious leaders give simailar
messages to those of the original leaders?

I can explore and respond
I can respond thoughtfully to a
thoughtfully to the spiritual paths of range of sources (religious
Muslims, Hindus or
leaders) of wisdom and to
Buddhists, using a range of
beliefs and teachings that arise
sources of wisdom.
from them in different
religions
I know that some people
I know that religious leaders
practise these teachings of
reside in the modern world and
wisdom today.
focus on teaching their wisdom
throughout the world.

I can respond thoughtfully to a
range of sources (religious
leaders) of wisdom and to
beliefs and teachings that arise
from them in different
religions
I know that religious leaders
reside in the modern world and
focus on teaching their wisdom
throughout the world.

How can we deal with mental health
problems?

What is grief?

What strategies acn be used in the face of How can I care for my emotional
pressure from other\/
health?
I know how to help myself feel
emotionally
healthy and can recognise when I
need
help with this

I can use different strategies to
manage
stress and pressure

Knowledge

I can take responsibility for my health
and
make choices that benefit my health
and
well-being

I understand that some people can be
exploited and made to do things that
are
against the law

I know why some people join gangs and
the risks this involves

I understand what it means to be
emotionally well and can explore
people’s
attitudes towards mental
health/illness

I know that it is important to take care
of
my mental health

I know how to take care of my mental
health

Activity
Question

Healthy Me Piece 1
Healthy Me Piece 2
How can I produce an effective
How can I present my work to others?
brochure?
I can combine a range of media,
recognising the contribution of each to I can combine a range of media, recognising
achieve a particular outcome.
the contribution of each to achieve a
particular outcome.
I know how to edit and combine a
I know how to edit and combine a range of
range of different media
different media

Healthy Me Piece 3
How can I create different efffects?

Healthy Me Piece 4
How can I create different efffects?

Healthy Me Piece 5
Ho w can I create different effects

I can recognise stress and the
triggers
that cause this and I understand
how
stress can cause drug and alcohol
misuse.
Healthy Me Piece 6
Who was Alan Sugar? - Amstrad
and IBN
I can name the significant person
I can explain why they are
significant

Relationships Piece 1
Who was Alan Sugar? - Amstrad and IBN

Relationships Piece 2
Relationships Piece 3
How can I make things move, make a
How can I make things move, make a sound
sound or carry out a task?
or carry out a task?
I can use a variable and operators to stop a I can use a variable and operators to stop a
program.
program.

I know who Alan Sugar is - Amstrad
and IBN
I know the significance of these
people and the impact they have
had technological developments.
Research who Alan Sugar is and
the impact of Amstard in 1980's discuss how this popularised home
computers

I know the siginificance of business and
investors into technological
development.

Plan holiday brochure for coasts - list combine text with graphics by using copy & Combine text & graphics -use different
how we can produce a brochure using paste and inserting text
formatting options to create different
different presentations & skills
effects

Combine text & graphics -use different
formatting options to create different
effects

Who used the coastline as inspiration How can I create several shades of colour
for their painting?
from a base colour?
I can identify the techniques Turner
I can build up layers of colours pertaining to
used to make his depictions of the sea the sea.
realistic & to create mood
(calm/storm).

How can I add colour and texture to my
painting?

Activity

Question

Skills

Knowledge

Activity

Use the qualities of watercolour and
acrylic paints to create visually interesting
pieces. Combine colours, tones and tints
to create mood. Use brush techniques
Lightly sketch before painting to
and paint consistency to create texture.
combine line and colour
Start to develop a personal style.
I know that Turner was famous for his I know how to build up layers of colours
I know that a light sketch can be use as I know how to use a watercolour wash as
water colour seascapes.
using water colour.
a basis for painting
a basis for background prior to adding
detail to my painting.
Compare 'Fishermen at Sea',
Create a colour chart for shore and sea (
Sketch fishing cobbles from the Cobble Add 2 tone water colour wash to cobble
'Snowstorm' & 'Spithead'
blues, greys, greens for water & earth tones Landing at Filey Brigg - use first hand
sketch.
children have printed copy of the 3
for rock/sand shoreline.
experience or photographs
paintings and label and note
differences in coulour tone & which
brussh strokes they think were used to
create effects.
What are the most effective toy
How can I build a strong framework?
How can I build a strong framework?
boats?
I can design a product that is fit for purpose
I can reasearch & develop design
I can design a product that is fit for purpose I can build frameworks using a range of I can build frameworks using a range of
criteria to inform the design of
materials, wood, card corrugated
materials, wood, card corrugated plastic
innovative and functional products
plastic
I know how to research & develop a
I know how to research & develop a design I know how to combine effects to make I know how to combine effects to make
design
pieces
pieces

Decide on final presentations and
publish

Explain how the development of Alan
Sugar's businesses have influenced
technological development and how
investment has increased speed of
progress.

Use the qualities of water colour to
create visually interesting pieces.
Combine colours, tones & tints to
create mood. Use brush
techniques & paint consistency to
create texture. Start to develop a
personal style.
I know how to build up the paint in
layers on my painting

Use the qualities of water colour to
create visually interesting pieces.
Combine colours, tones & tints to
create mood. Use brush
techniques & paint consistency to Use brush techniques & paint
create texture. Start to develop a consistency to create texture. Start to
develop a personal style.
personal style.
I know how to add detail to my painting.
I know how to build up the paint in
layers on my painting
Add main blocks of colour to larger
Use fine brush skills to add final details
features of painting, begin to add
to painting.
different shades& brushstrokes to
Add main blocks of colour to larger
the sea.
features of painting, begin to add
different shades& brushstrokes to
the sea.
What is the most effective
Is my boat fit for purpose?
mecahnism to move the boat
forwards?
I can make a model using multiple I can make a model using multiple I can analyse my design &
pieces/parts with a moving
pieces/parts with a moving
identify/resolve design faults
element
element
I understand how to use
I understand how to use
I know how to analyse the effects of
mechanical systems in my products mechanical systems in my products differnt mechanical systems in my
products
Build paddle/sail element & attach Add outer shell
test & analyse functionality of boat
to frame
Can I give an informative presentation in
french?
I can research places of interest at I can say and write the names of
I can begin to plan the information I will
my holiday destination
different holiday activities
need to plan a presentation about my
holiday destination

Research effective children's toy
sailing boats

Design toy boat with sail or paddle
mechanism

Build boat frame using varied materials Build boat frame using varied materials

Skills

I can say and write vocabulary
appropriate to booking a holiday

I can say and write vocabulary appropriate
to booking a holiday

I can recall and use previously acquired I can research travel options & food
vocabulary (transport)
typical to the country using the internet

Knowledge

I know how to use On va rester
I know how to use On va rester dans.....
dans.....
Un hotel, un appartement, un gite, un
Un hotel, un appartement, un gite, un camping to book a holiday
camping to book a holiday

I know how to use On va rester dans..... I know how to incorporate my findings
prendre
into sentences in french
Un hotel, un appartement, un gite, un
camping

I know how to use a french
dictionary as appropriate

I know how to adapt a model to
I know how to select the most
write a programme of activities for appropraite material for my
a holiday
presentation

Activity

Write a short letter to request
accomodation

write short sentences outlining holiday write short sentences outlining holiday
plans by adapting a model
plans by adapting a model

write the names of different
holiday activities in french

Write programme of holiday
activities

Roughly draft ideas/list information
needed

Can I serve then volley?

Can I play mini tennis?

Can I sprint 80m?

Can I take part in a 60m relay race?

I can combine my skills to play a
game of mini tennis

I can run as fast as I can for 80m

I can take part in a 60m relay race

Question

Write a short letter to request
accomodation

Can I create a
Can I create a backhand rally?
Can I move towards the net?
forehand rally?
I can hit a ball back and forth with a
I can hit a ball partner using the backhand technique I can move towards my partner before
back and forth
performing a volley
with a partner
using the
forehand
technique

can I combine my skills to play a game of
mini tennis?

I can serve a ball then move towards
the net to hit a return volley
I can combine my skills to play a game of
mini tennis

I can help myself and others when worried I can recognise when I am feeling those
about a mental health problem
emotions and have strategies to manage
them

I understand that there are different
stages of grief and that there are different
types of loss that cause people to grieve

A method is a set of clear
instructions for how to carry out a
scientific investigation, including
what equipment to use and
observations to make.
Independently, decide which
observations to make, when and for
how long and make systematic and
careful observations, using them to
make comparisons, identify changes,
classify and make links between
cause and effect
Gold digger experiment - Mixed
materials - carry out & evalutae
investigation into effectively
separating materials

ow can we look after our
environment and why do we need to
do this? What are the consequences
if we do/do not do this
I can collect and analyse information
in order to compare and draw
conclusions about locations

I know that pollution is harmful to the
I know that pollution is harmful to
environment and that we can take control of the environment and that we can
the pollution we produce
take control of the pollution we
produce

In what ways are influential religious Do modern religious leaders give
beliefs similar and different?
simailar messages to those of the
original leaders?

I can suggest ways that someone who is I can suggest strategies someone could
being exploited can help themselves
use to avoid being pressurised

Question

Plan and carry out a range of enquiries,
including writing methods, identifying and
controlling variables, deciding on equipment
and data to collect and making predictions
based on prior knowledge and
understanding.
A method is a set of clear instructions for
how to carry out a scientific investigation,
including what equipment to use and
observations to make. Independently, decide
which observations to make, when and for
how long and make systematic and careful
observations, using them to make
comparisons, identify changes, classify and
make links between cause and effect

I can explore and respond
thoughtfully to the spiritual paths of
Muslims, Hindus or
Buddhists, using a range of
sources of wisdom.
I know the names of religious
leaders described in (historica)l
scriptures;Founder of Islam
(Prophet) Muhammed (pbuh),
The Dalai Lama- Buddhism,
Moses (Prophet) Judais.
I know the messages these
religious leaders delivered.
I can evaluate and discuss the
similarities of these messages
that werethe
delivered
to and find out about
Research
Dalai Lama
mankind.
his
spiritual path and how he influences
people today - written explanation

Week 14

How can I separate materials?
Plan and carry out a range of
enquiries, including writing
methods, identifying and controlling
variables, deciding on equipment
and data to collect and making
predictions based on prior
knowledge and understanding.

I can respond thoughtfully to a
range of sources (religious
leaders) of wisdom and to
beliefs and teachings that arise
from them in different
religions
I know about these
inspirational people; Martin
Luther King, Mohandas Ghandi
and Mother Teresa were
spiritual leaders and can name
the significant causes they
were inspiring/influencing.
I can explain which leader(s)
had the most impact on society
today.
short explanations on fact cards of the
impact of Ghandi, King & mother teresa present to class

How can people help themselves?

Activity

I know that pollution is harmful to the
environment

Week 13

How can I separate materials?

Research physical changes in our
locality as farming gave way to
mining and the steel works.

What makes me feel content/happy/ How
can people affect their own happiness by
using drugs?
I am motivated to care for my physical I am motivated to find ways to be happy
and emotional health
and cope with life’s situations without
using drugs

I know how to edit and combine a
range of different media

Within a group, decide which
observations to make, when and for how
long, and make systematic and careful
observations, using them to make
comparisons, identify changes, classify
and make links between cause and
effect. Take increasingly accurate
measurements, in standard units, using a
range of chosen equipment. Use
relevant scientific vocabulary to report
on their findings, answer questions and
justify their conclusions based on
evidence collected, identify
improvements, further questions and
predictions.
I canexplain that some changes can
create a new material and that this
change is usually not reversible,
including changes associated with
burning and acid/bicarb of sod

Double page spread illustrting physical and Why have peiople moved in and out of the
human features of our locality.
local area/
How has heavy industry (mining & steel
works ) affected population changes in the
local area - influx of working age people @
19001 when first pit shaft sunk at Silverwood
Pit use census materials to chart migration in
line graphs
In what ways are influential religious
In what ways are influential religious beliefs
beliefs similar and different?
similar and different?

Ask 'What is a negative
Research and list significant people who
influence?'Brainstorm examples of have changed tthe world or strongly
positive & negative influences,
influenced people giving examples of
discuss how these affect people on what they have done or said
an individual level.

I can explain their impact on techlogical
developments and how technlogy might
further develop due to their influences.

How do people use natural
resources in the place we are
studying?

What changes in materials are
reversible?

I can explainthe challenges of living in certain I can collect and analyse information I can collect and analyse information in
locations
in order to compare and draw
order to compare and draw conclusions
conclusions about locations
about locations

show images of different
influential people children rNK nd
give reasons for priority order

I can combine a range of media,
recognising the contribution of
each to achieve a particular
outcome.
I know how to create different effects and I know how to create different
can create an effect based on desired
effects and can create an effect
impact
based on desired impact

I know that over time from a socieconomic point of view, things have
become fairer for children in all sections
of society.
Discussion how have conditions changed
over time for people working in the steel
industry

.Diary entyry - A day in the life of a
child/ young apprentice in the steel
works

Dissolving salt & saturated solutioins
experiment - set up saturated solutions in
petri dishes for evaporation

Discuss the person we know that we
admire most and how they inspire us.
Write brief biography of the person &
explanation of why they inspire us

I can combine a range of media,
I can combine a range of media,
recognising the contribution of each to recognising the contribution of each to
achieve a particular outcome.
achieve a particular outcome.

i know what life was like then and
today for steel sorkers and the
impact it had on children's lives.

Week 12

Within a group, decide which observations
to make, when and for how long, and make
systematic and careful observations, using
them to make comparisons, identify
changes, classify and make links between
cause and effect. Take increasingly
accurate measurements, in standard units,
using a range of chosen equipment. Use
relevant scientific vocabulary to report on
their findings, answer questions and justify
their conclusions based on evidence
collected, identify improvements, further
questions and predictions.
I know that some materials will dissolve in
a liquid.

Ask who does what in our community/
mind map roles of local people.
Decide which people are
influential/inspirational at a local ,
accessible level, care workers, Nurses,
Teachers, keepers at YWP, Volunteer
coaches etc. family members

I understand that people can get
problems
with their mental health and that it is
nothing to be ashamed of

I can communicate comparisons from
different historical periods.

Within a group, decide which
observations to make, when and for
how long, and make systematic and
Within a group, decide which observations to careful observations, using them to
make, when and for how long, and make
make comparisons, identify changes,
systematic and careful observations, using
classify and make links between
them to make comparisons, identify changes, cause and effect. Take increasingly
classify and make links between cause and
accurate measurements, in standard
effect. Take increasingly accurate
units, using a range of chosen
measurements, in standard units, using a
equipment. Use relevant scientific
range of chosen equipment. Use relevant
vocabulary to report on their
scientific vocabulary to report on their
findings, answer questions and
findings, answer questions and justify their
justify their conclusions based on
conclusions based on evidence collected,
evidence collected, identify
identify improvements, further questions and improvements, further questions
predictions.
and predictions.
I can describe how to recover a substance
I can explain that some changes can
from a solution.
create a new material.

Watch clips of Martin Luther King jnr 'I have
a dream' speech discuss why this man,
saying these things, would inspire sections
of the population in America & worldwide.
watch clips of Mother Teresa at her mission
& Mahatma Ghandi speaking ask how are
these people inspirational?

What is a mental health problem?

I can make assumptions and ask
questions.

How do you get a substance from a solution? How are materials formed?

I know why positive and
negative influences can have
an impact on myself and
others.

What are my personal stress
triggers?

Local Study - A day in The Life of A Young Steel Worker
Week 10
Week 11
What was it like where I worked?
How did I learn my job?

What materials dissolve in liquid?

I know that people in my
community/ home can inspire
and influence me.

I know about different types of drugs and
their uses and their effects on the body
particularly the liver and heart

I can respond thoughtfully to a
range of sources (religious
leaders) of wisdom and to
beliefs and teachings that arise
from them in different
religions
I know that there are
significant people that have
changed the world.

Week 9
What did I wear to work in the steel works?

I can gather appropriate information from I can gather appropriate information from a
a range of sources
range of sources.
I know what life was like then and today for
steel workers and the impact it had on
I know what life was like then and today for
children's lives.
steel workers and the impact it had on
children's lives.
Reasearch role of children in the steel
Comapare lives of steel workers over the last
industry
100 years in our locality

I know that people in my
community/ home can inspire
and influence me.
I can explain who is more
influential and why

Question

In what ways are influential religious
beliefs similar and different?

I can explain why positive and
negative influences can have
an impact on myself and
others.
I can respond thoughtfully

Week 8
How old was I when I started work in the
steel works?

I know that people in my
community/ home can inspire
and influence me.
I can explain who is more
influential and why

I can explain who is more
influential and why

What are positive & negative
influences?

Half Term

I know the features of
inspirational and influential
people.

Knowledge

PE

Week 6
How was Scarborough Castle used
for defence?
I can make assumptions and ask
questions about historical periods
based on evidence
Scarborough Castle and the need
for defense

Which people are more influential
for others?
Why do some people easily
influence others?

Skills

MFL

I can use dates and abstract
historical terms to critically analyse
historical events
Whitby Abbey and development of
the settlement

How can those that influence or inspire Which people are more influential for
change the lives of others?
others?
Why do some [people easily influence
others?
I can describe how sources of
inspiration and influence can
I can explain who is more
make a difference to myself
influential and why
and others

Knowledge

Design

I understand where the coastline is in
relation to the sea.
I can name the oceans and seas
surrounding the British Isles.
I can identify the different features of
coastlines.

Use atlas to find different coastlines of Discuss the different types of coastal areas Factsheet of characteristics of British
the UK. Map coastlines on UK map
& their features: chalk cliffs, clay cliffs, sand Coastlines
with colour coded Key.
dunes, shingle beaches etc. Information
sheet on different types of beaches.

Skills

Art

I can identify how animals and plants are
adapted to suit their environment in
different ways and that adaptation may
lead to evolution.

Make fact cards of plants that grow in Complete facts cards
different habitats. e.g. cacti, joshua
tree, jungle plants pine trees in colder
climates - note adaptations e.g. needles
on pine trees to slow
evapotransporation etc.
What characterises our British
How have British coastlines changed over
coastline?
time?
How is it possible to preserve our
coastlines?
I can collect and analyse information in I can compare the characteristics of
order to compare and draw conclusions different coastlines and understand how
about locations around the world.
some of these aspects have changed over
time.
I can explain the challenges of living in
certain locations.

Activity

Skills

Computing 1

Week 5
Why was Whitby Abbey built?

Visit/research founding,
development and dissolution of
Whitby Abbey find out who was
significant - St. Hilda , Cadfaelmonk & why the Abbey was placed
in it's clifftop location.
What is adaptation?
Why do plants and animals adapt
to the environment they are living
in?
Ask and answer deeper and broader
Ask and answer deeper and broader
Ask and answer deeper and
scientific questions about the local and scientific questions about the local and
broader scientific questions about
wider world that
wider world that
the local and wider world that
build on and extend their own and
build on and extend their own and others’ build on and extend their own and
others’ experiences and knowledge.
experiences and knowledge.
others’ experiences and
knowledge.

Knowledge

Knowledge

Week 4
Why was Scarborough a target during the
World Wars?
I can choose how to communicate
comparisons from different historical
periods
I know that Scarborough was bombed in
WW1
I can make links with my knowledge
about WW2
https://historicengland.org.
uk/research/current/discover-andunderstand/military/the-first-worldwar/first-world-war-home-front/whatwe-already-know/sea/scarboroughbombardment-1914/
Why do plants and animals adapt to the
environment they are living in?

List pollution in our area - and it's source Using local pollution data for air and river
Persuasive leaflet on reducing
- coal spoil, chemical,air & noise
pollution cretae graphs charting pollution
pollution in our area
pollution cause by steel works and
levels. Discuss consequences of failing to
transport links maintained for use by
control pollution levels. Respond in writing to
heavy industry
what if questions

Discussion - circle time - who are
some of the most influential
religious leaders in the world today
and how do they influence people?

Focus on Mohammad (Islam) and Jesus Research and select one religious leader (Christianity) discuss how their teachings with a partner write an account of their
are still passed on to people today
teachings to present to another group.
through religious leaders.
list teachings of modern religious leaders
and the main messages they give

How can we recognise when other
individuals are trying to gain power
or control over us?
I can demonstrate ways I could
stand up
for myself and my friends in
situations
where others are trying to gain
power or
control
I can recognise when people are
trying to
gain power or control

When are online activities harmful?

How can I use technology safely to
communicate with those I am close to ?

I can resist pressure to do something
online that might hurt myself or others

I can take responsibility for my own safety
and well-being

I can judge whether something online is
safe and helpful for me

I can use technology positively and safely
to communicate with my friends and
family

I can use technology positively and
safely
to communicate with my friends and
family

Relationships Piece 4
How can I make things move, make
a sound or carry out a task?

Relationships Piece 5
How can I refine my animation?

Relationships Piece 6

Relationships Piece 6

DT Box Project

DT Box Project

DT Box Project

I can deconstruct a problem into
smaller steps, recognising
similarities to solutions used before.
I know how to be logical when selecting
I know how to be logical when selecting
I know how to be logical when
which commands to use and can read code which commands to use and can read code
selecting which commands to use
effectively to identify errors (without
effectively to identify errors (without running and can read code effectively to
running program)
program)
identify errors (without running
program)
Create an animation using scratch
Create animation using scratch
create an animation using scratch

How can I use technology safely to
communicate with those I am close
to ?
I can take responsibility for my own
safety

I can use logical reasoning to detect and
correct errors in an algorithms and
programs.
I know how to be logical when selecting
which commands to use and can read
code effectively to identify errors
(without running program)
Refine and share animations

Can I use printing to create an image of my Can I use printing to create an image of my
locality?
locality?
I can plan and design an image to make a
I can plan and design an image to make a
print representing my local area.
print representing my local area.

Can I use printing to create an image Can I use printing to create an image of
of my locality?
my locality?
I can use polyblock and inks to
I can revisit & evaluate my print
produce a print

I know how to use simple lines to plan my
print

I know how to add colour effectively to
produce a print

I know how to carry out the printing I know how to addother visual elemnts
process in stages
to my print

Sketch design

add intended colours to print

create print

evalutae and add asdditional elements
to print if required

DT Box Project

DT Box Project

DT Box Project

DT Box Project

I can plan which information I want to
include collaboratively; food, climate,
places of interest, festiavals, songs, dances,
music & i can use and consider how to
Iadapt
knowsuggested
which information
models I want to include
collaboratively; food, climate, places of
interest, festiavals, songs, dances, music & i
can use and consider how to adapt
suggested models
Work collaboratively to make a draft of the
holiday presentation

I can draft a presentation collaboratively to
give to an audeince about my holiday
destination

I can draft the section of the holiday I can draft and refine my section of the
presentation I am responsible for
presentation

I can work collaboratively to collate a
presentation in French deciding on order of
topics

I can work cooperatively to practise
& refine a presentation

I can perform to an audience in French

I know which information I want to include
collaboratively; food, climate, places of
interest, festiavals, songs, dances, music & i
can use and consider how to adapt suggested
models
Collaboratively decide which participants will
speak about which section of the holiday and
draft parts of the presentation
Can I take part in a standing long jump
competition?
I can participate in a triple jump competition

I know how to write my section of
the presentation in French

I know how to present my section
verablly

I know how to present to an audience in an
informative and engaging manner in a
different langauge

I know how to improve my
performance

I know what information I have to
convey and how to address my audience
in French

Draft own sectionof holiday
presentation and edit

refine own section of presentation and
practise verablly

Collabaoratively decide on running order of rehearse final holiday presentation
presentation and perform initial run through as a group

Can I throw a shot put?

Can I take part in a howler throw
competition?
I can participate in a howler throw
competition

Can I take part in a standing long jump
competition?
I can participate in a standing long jump
competition

I can throw a 2.72kg shot put

perform final presentation to an
audience

I know I need to
have my strings
facing my
partner and
I know I need to hold the racket in two
work together hands and play the shot across my
I know I need to be on my toes to move
to keep control body (weak side to strong)
towards the 'net'

I know I need to be accurate with my
serve then on my toes to move towards I know how to play and score a game of
the net
mini tennis

I know how to play and score a
game of mini tennis (role of the
umpire)

I know the different ways my team can
I know what a PB is (personal best) get DQ'd (baton, lane, false start etc)

I know how a standing long jump
competition works

I know how a triple jump competition works

Add several numbers
Add or subtract to the nearest multiple
of 10 & adjust
quickly derive factors of integers

Visualise 2 & 3 d shapes
Identify shapes from given properties

Round integers to nearest 10, 100, 1000 &
10, Recognise and describe properties of
numbers

Statistics

Investigations

Investigations

I know all the aspects of a shot put I know all the aspects of a howler throw
throw (stance, technique, safety etc) (stance, technique, safety etc)

Maths planning Y5

PE

SfA Y6
(CB)

SfA Y5/6
(LC)

Maths planning Y6

O/M

Doubling/halving -with decimals
Multiply and divide any integer or
decimal to 2 places by 10, 100 & 1000

Rapidly recall tables facts & corresponding
division facts.
Read scales accurately.
Visualise 2 and 3 D shapes

rapidly recall properties of 2 & 3 D
shapes

Ratio & Proportion

Geometry -Properties of shape

Geometry -Properties of shape

Solve problems involving the relative
sizes of two quantities where
missing values can be found by
using integer multiplication and
division facts.
Solve problems involving similar
shapes where the scale factor is
known or can be found.
Solve problems involving unequal
sharing and grouping using
knowledge of fractions and
multiples.

Draw 2-D shapes using given
dimensions and
angles.
Compare and classify geometric
shapes based on their properties
and sizes and find unknown angles
in any triangles, quadrilaterals and
regular polygons.
Recognise angles where they meet
at a point, are on a straight line, or
are vertically opposite, and find
missing angles.

The Mousehole Cat

It's All About Persuasion

Recognise & extend number sequencescount on and back in varying decimal
steps
Derive quickly a difference between a
positive & negative integer or 2 negative
integers
Statistics

Derive quickly squares of mltiples of 10 to
100, doubles of multiples of 10 to 1000, Rapidly recall square & prime
doubles of multiples of 100 to 10, 000
numbers, Factorise numbers to
and corresponding halves
100 into prime factors

Use closely related facts &
adjusting to perform mental
calculations e.g x by 49 by x 50 &
adjusting

Problem Solving
•
solve addition and subtraction
multi-step problems in contexts, deciding
which operations and methods to use and
why
•
solve problems involving addition,
subtraction, multiplication and division
•
use estimation to check answers to
calculations and determine, in the
context of a problem, an appropriate
degree of accuracy
•
solve problems which require
answers to be rounded to specified
degrees of accuracy

Problem Solving

Draw 2-D shapes using given
dimensions and
angles.
Compare and classify geometric
shapes based on their properties
and sizes and find unknown angles
in any triangles, quadrilaterals and
regular polygons.
Recognise angles where they meet
at a point, are on a straight line, or
are vertically opposite, and find
missing angles.

•
solve problems involving the
calculation of percentages [for
example, of measures and such as
15% of 360] and the use of
percentages for comparison
•
solve problems involving
similar shapes where the scale
factor is known or can be found
•
solve problems involving
•
solve problems involving the
unequal sharing and grouping
calculation and conversion of units
using knowledge of fractions and of measure, using decimal notation
multiples
up to 3 decimal places where
appropriate

Illustrate and name parts of circles,
including radius, diameter and
circumference and know that the
diameter is twice the radius.
Interpret and construct pie charts
and line graphs and use these to
solve problems.
Calculate the mean as an average.

Illustrate and name parts of circles,
including radius, diameter and
circumference and know that the
diameter is twice the radius.
Interpret and construct pie charts
and line graphs and use these to
solve problems.
Calculate the mean as an average.

It's All About Persuasion

Kensuke's Kingdom

Kensuke's Kingdom

Narrative Poetry

Narrative Poetry

Problem Solving

Text?

Text?

Kensuke's Kingdom

Cancel fractions to their lowest
terms
Find equivalent fractions
Order fractions with different
denominators

Consolidation - Fractions
•
multiply simple pairs of proper
fractions, writing the answer in its
simplest form [for example, × = ]
•
divide proper fractions by
whole numbers [for example, ÷ 2 =
]
Investigate the relationships between the
•
associate a fraction with
properties of regular shapes
Investigate the realtionships between
division and calculate decimal
Identify relationships between given
properties of and patterns of numbers.
propeties. e. g size of angle and number of e.g. Fibonacci Sequence, triangular numbers. fraction equivalents [for example,
0.375] for a simple fraction [for
sides in regular shapes
Pascal's Triangle
example, ]
Investigate relationships between radius,
Relationships btween squared, cubed and
•
identify the value of each digit
diameter & circumference in circles.
no's with greater powers
in numbers given to 3 decimal places
Make generalisations.
Make generalisations
and multiply and divide numbers by
10, 100 and 1,000 giving answers up
to 3 decimal places
Tales of Sir Gawain

Tales of Sir Gawain

Explore! the most Dangerous
Journeys of all time

Recall equivalence between fractions,
decimals & percentages
Multiply and divide any integer or
decimal to 2 places by 10, 100 & 1000

Convert between larger & smaller units of
metric measure & units of time

Consolidation -Percentages

Consolidation -Time

Solve problems involving the
calculation of percentages [for
example, of measures and such as
15% of 360] and the use of
percentages for comparison.
Recall and use equivalences
between simple fractions, decimals
and percentages including in
different contexts.

Explore The Most dangerous Journeys of
All

Solve problems involving converting
between units of time.
use timetables to retrieve information. They
convert 1
between different units of time in order to
solve problems using
the timetables.
Children create their
Solve problems involving converting
between units of time.

